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I

’m trying unsuccessfully to carve out some quality time in the
shop. Work is seriously cutting into my real life – but real life is
seriously cutting into my paycheck. The therapist might say I’m
in an abusive relationship with money and my employer is an enabler.
I have a dent in the
passenger door of
my pickup. I found
a very good used
door in a Craig’s
List advert. The
new door was yellow and the truck is
Ford Oxford White,
so I dusted off the
painting equipment
($20 Harbor
Freight special) and
got it looking ok.
Now it’s a matter of transferring the mechanical bits and hanging it
on the truck. The only problem? Now the passenger door will look
better than the rest of the truck.
I’m resisting the urge to discuss the weather but I’ll just say that
winter is the time in my shop when I’m supposed to tackle the big
jobs. On the docket this year is a transmission swap on the ‘67 Etype. So, now that spring is almost upon us, what have I accomplished? Um … the car is on the lift and the bonnet is removed and
placed in the corner like a piece of abstract art. My hopes are high
though, and the new transmission is moving up to the front burner.
Life is too short to have a fun car sitting on a lift needing maintenance.
In other news, the JCNA AGM is coming up in Scottsdale. It is concurrent with the first ever JCNA International Jaguar Festival (nee
Challenge Championship). Perhaps a grand renaming of the event
will inspire more participants. Then again, perhaps not.
Thanks again to all the volunteers who are keeping our local club
thriving. You are the source of our success and JAGSL is set for a
pretty fun year. I anticipate more new members this year and I’m
looking forward to the experience.
Kindest regards,
His Humbleness
[ Cover photo: Mark Morgan | Insets: Larry Hassel (L/R); Jim Hendrix (C) ]
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On 7th February, 2016, The Taxmans and Hendrixes hosted this country
themed rallye, traveling on winding, twisty, up-and-down hilly Missouri
Blue Line Roads. And in the spirit of “the more the merrier,” we invited
several other car clubs to participate in this JAGSL-sponsored event.
Thus, we had participants from the Gateway Miata Club, the Spirit of St.
Louis Region Classic Car Club of America, and the St. Louis Triumph
Owners Association.
As always, our mission was to put on an interesting driving event on
lightly-traveled-but-fabulously-paved roads. To fill travel time, we had
fifteen “play on word” questions. The answers were based upon signs
featured along the route. Our preparation always starts with a planned
route and then a pre-drive, which were challenges due to flash flooding
this year: several roads were washed out and others were closed, causing significant changes in the route on Saturday, just the day before our
rallye. The detours
resulted in quite steep
and winding roads
and, since Phil had
reserved excellent
weather conditions,
the death-defying
route was ready to go!
Our event being on
Super Bowl Sunday,
we wanted to get everyone back home by
3:00pm, so we formatted the rallye to be fewer than fifty miles in each
direction. Another goal was for the rallye to include historic features.
This year’s event featured the Blue Line Roads that often went along
the original Route 66. Can you imagine, participants, some of the roads we took being the original route often referred to as “The Mother Road?”
Our destination, Washington, borders the Missouri
River in an area that had been a backdrop to Native Americans of the Osage tribe, contained the
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last white settlement that Lewis and Clark would find on their expedition
west, and was the final settlement of Daniel Boone. Washington is
known to be the home of more than 445 structures on the National
Register of Historic Places. An often unknown fact is that the area at-

tracted German settlers who brought with them rich German heritage
and architecture. Among these settlers was Augustus Busch’s older
brother, John, who established a brewery in Washington, where the first

Busch beer was bottled; it
was also here that the corn
cob pipe originated, made
famous by General Douglas
MacArthur. The Missouri
Meerschaum Co. still makes
these pipes in the old factory
on Front Street that we
passed during the drive. The
pipes are still smoked all over
the world. The route then
took us through Labadie,
established in 1855 on land
that was part of the Spanish
land grant of 1800. Lastly,
our visit to St. Albans included Head’s Store (established
c. 1892), another opportunity
to visit a building on the National Register of Historic
Places.

ganizations. It’s a pleasure to support these groups who do so much
for their communities. The Knights of Columbus Seisl Council host a
luncheon every Sunday, featuring a menu of Fried Chicken and BBQ
Pork Steaks with loads of sides. Their hospitality was wonderful, having
set up a private room for our large group. Their volunteers worked very
hard to prepare our food and to serve everyone as quickly as possible.
Their efforts were greatly appreciated, the experience greatly enjoyed.
We went over the correct answers for the fifteen “play on words” questions and awarded first- and second-place “historical” Missouri Meerschaum corn cob pipes to the winners, Joe & Sharon Guenther from
JAGSL and Keith & Marci Monteith from the Miata Club. Since the corn
cob pipes are a unique item from Missouri history, we also awarded a
mini pipe to each car that participated.

After lunch, we headed to Head’s Store in St. Albans along a route that
was significantly more challenging and aggressive, even if meandering,
on roads through the Missouri
hills. Grand Army, Fiddle Creek,
and Little Tavern Road gave everyone an incredible opportunity to
wind through the countryside. At
We hosted sixty-one people in Head’s Store we were treated to
thirty-two cars representing thirteen different car manufacturers. These a full complement of pies offered
are record numbers for our events in every category noted. Some of the from Tom Sayner’s other historic
location, Annie Gunn’s Restaubraver entrants brought out their old cars: Phil & Lupe Taxman (‘73 Erant and the Smokehouse MarType OTS), Bill Albertson (‘53 Packard Executive), Thomas & Christie
Quick with their two children (‘41 Cadillac), Jim & Linda Atkinson (‘70 E- ket. An added feature is that
Pappy’s famous BBQ is offered at
Type OTS), Bob Duddy (‘85 XJ6), John & Donna Lumberg and Greg &
this location … for those wanting
Vickie Reiman (Triumph Spitfires), and last (but not least), our own
to take advantage in the future.
JAGSL President, John Testrake (‘87 XJ12).
And by 2:15pm, we all headed
What a fantastic day! From 9:00 to 10:00am, we socialized at the St.
home.
Louis Bread Company on Ballas. The sun was out, driving the already
48 degree temp higher … in February! Instructions were given with cars A nice time was had by all! We
departing by 10:10am. (Many pre-registered, as requested, so we had thank all who parJim & Linda Atkinson
a fairly accurate count of people, which helped save registration time!) ticipated and we
Art & Linda Buechler
The drive took off with Jim & Lisa Hendrix leading and Phil & Lupe Tax- look forward to
Bob Duddy
man bringing up the rear, making sure everyone was O.K. Our route
having another trip Joe & Sharon Guenther
included a scenic drive on Blue Line Roads (so called because on maps, next year to inter- Ben Hendrix
the less-traveled routes are designated with blue lines). We wanted to esting destinaJim & Lisa Hendrix
let many know of places they likely had never driven – that are right in
Bob Herold and Brandon Hibbs
tions!
their own backyards. Participants now know about these wellCharlotte Bukowski & Tom Loew
Diana & Gary Schlueter
maintained and less-traveled roads for their own future excursion-- PHIL & LUPE
planning purposes. We bordered the river, taking a scenic, meandering TAXMAN and JIM & John & Meg Sippel
Larry Hassel and Gary Sudin
drive through residential areas filled with homes that overlooked the
LISA HENDRIX
Lupe & Phil Taxman
rolling hills, which were covered with hardwood trees. The goal was to
John Testrake
get to Washington, MO to drive through the old manufacturing
Debbie & Terry Trowbridge
Photos:
Larry
Hassel,
Jim
Hendrix,
district that has gone through renovation and revitalization to
Bob & Pat Waters
Mark Morgan, & Gary Sudin
become a thriving residential and small shop destination point, complete with interesting restaurants that
range from BBQ to “white table cloth” experiences.

‘70 E-type OTS
’08 Ford Mustang
’85 XJ6
‘11 BMW 328i
‘10 Volvo XC60
‘15 XJL
‘15 F-type
’92 XJS Convertible
’99 XJR
‘09 XK
’00 Corvette
’73 E-type OTS
’87 XJ12
’10 Infinity
’99 Toyota Celica

For our events, an interesting place to eat is always
part of the agenda. Various fraternal orders and
churches have weekend lunches that benefit their or-
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ow does one define a great tour and what are the ingredients (aside from good weather, pretty good directions, and a variety
of interesting people and cars)? When I was contacted by Gary Sudin to participate in this JAGSL tour, the plan was to drive
Gary’s 1966 XKE Roadster. It is a gorgeous automobile and perhaps the most beautiful automobile ever built with flowing lines
and near aircraft-type construction techniques that make this car fly along the road. However, the discussion soon turned to my
pristine, newly-acquired 2000 Corvette Coupe with only 13,000 miles of dry weather on it … clearly a time capsule car that was
maintained fastidiously in a climate-controlled garage on the shores of Chesapeake Bay, just south of Annapolis, MD. Being a past
Jaguar owner (that is an epic saga for another time) and 2nd longest-serving Past President of the Horseless Carriage Club of Missouri, Inc., I felt we might have just enough credibility to drive a very bright Torch Red Corvette to a Jaguar event and not be totally
shunned. As Gary described, it was like “Bringing a knife to a gunfight.” (I’m still trying to figure that one out.) I figure it was more
like showing up
to a black-tie
event in
“OshKosh
B’Gosh overalls”
and a flannel
shirt … yep, just
bought ‘em for
the event! … and
I do recall when I
still owned the
very formal British “posh” Jag:
we arrived at the
Governor’s Ball
in Jefferson City
in style in “Bill
Blass Black,”
only to find we
were perhaps a
“tad bit” overdressed for many
of the attendees
from some of the
rural Missouri
communities,
who were wearing just what I
described above
while driving Ford
pickups with
traces of at least
three different
kinds of manure.
Is that Chanel
you’re wearing?
No, I reckon it is
Rufus the Hog!

W

ell, back to
the tour. I was
pleasantly
surprised to see
that this was a
combined tour of
Jaguar, Miata,
Packard, and
Classic Car folks
with maybe a
Photo: Sylvia A. Keller
smattering of
others (I saw at
least one Mercedes-Benz Club badge). There were sixty-four persons in attendance with the oldest car being the “Quick” 1941
Cadillac followed by the Albertin 1956 Packard Executive! These two cars held their own against new vehicles, including at least
one slinky Jaguar F-type. “Symbiotic” would be the term I would use to describe the event – an unlikely mix of cars, but a harmonious outcome. The riddles devised by Phil Taxman and Jim Hendrix, our Tour Directors, were certainly a challenge, even stumping
Mensa Member Gary. We were “over-thinking” the challenge and were close (but no cigar) on some of the ideas. Both of us were
“bamboozled” by the statement, “Not a major accomplishment, but a ________,” that led to the answer, “Junior Achievement.” We
were clearly the underachievers when it came to filling in that blank. We came up with “minor inconvenience” in reference to the
construction work going on. I think the best part of the tour was at the beginning as we traversed the merge ramp from Ladue
Road onto Highway 270: Somewhere between 2nd and 3rd gear, I found a need to slightly “nail” the accelerator pedal to the floor to
catch up to the vehicle in front of us, and when we dropped the manual shifter into 3rd, we had made up the distance at Star Trek warp
speed … and that sure felt good as the big, 5.7 liter V-8 roared with voracity and the red Corvette tore up the asphalt.

S

oon we were cruising down Highway 94 into Missouri wine country, the starkness of winter skies making for a certain bleakness as we
awaited the festivities of springtime, when this area comes alive again after a short hibernation. The twisty roads presented some
challenges, made more challenging by the need to focus on potential clues to answer the rallye riddles; the yellow line down the center of
the road was ever changing as we traversed numerous hills and curves from Defiance to Augusta, with a final destination at Washington,
MO. A white knuckle jaunt on the old Highway 47 Bridge into Washington elicited visions of Bonnie and Clyde making the crossing in a
1934 Ford V-8. Arrival in Washington created a slight bit of confusion as we missed one turn and a critical clue. However, we knew the
general direction we were headed and safely arrived at the Knights of Columbus Hall, to the welcome of great fried chicken and pork
steaks. Gary and I forgot to take along a pen, so we had to memorize all of our “riddle” answers and quickly recount them on paper before
Phil and Jim provided the answers. We scored eleven out of twenty, which put us mid-pack. The prize? But of course, a Missouri Meerschaum Corn Cob Pipe from the factory in Washington that used to make General Douglas McArthur’s legendary pipes.

Larry Hassel, Past President of Horseless Carriage Club of Missouri, Inc.

Blue Line Roads, Fried Chicken & BBQ Pork Steak Road Rallye:

By

H

A Tour Perspective

I

t was now time for Leg Two and we were soon on snaking Highway T looking for Grand Army Road and then Fiddle Creek Road. The roads grew
even more twisted as we still continued to roll on good asphalt. That gave us some semblance of peace, knowing that we wouldn’t be hearing
“strains of banjo music” anytime soon. We arrived far too quickly at our final destination, “Head’s Store,” in the little community that time forgot,
St. Albans. Upon arrival we found open doors hanging on the little store that has served that community continuously since 1892. Now Head’s
Store has gone upscale, owned by the same folks who own Annie Gunn’s and The Smokehouse. One can get some mighty fine BBQ from the
affiliation with Pappy’s Smokehouse, but we were there for the famous pies and hearty hot coffee. The end of the tour came far too soon. Kudos
to the organizers. It was one of the best tours I’ve been on, and somewhat of a driving challenge – thus the reference to “Blue Line Roads” on
maps … gee, does anyone use those anymore?
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Map: Google Maps

Hosted by
JAGSL Chief Judge Hendrix &
Co-Chief Judge John Testrake

When:
Saturday, April 16th,
11:00am - 2:00pm

Where:
Hyman Ltd.
2310 Chaffee Dr.
St. Louis, MO 63146

The 2016 JCNA Concours season is coming around and
it’s time to update your judging credentials. To do that
you need to attend our annual Judges’ Training. This
year, the seminar will be held at Hyman Ltd. which is
just around the corner from the April Cars & Coffee
event at Westport. You don’t have to be a judge to attend this. Everyone is welcome and expected.
Jim will see that we actually talk some about judging,
but there will be plenty of garage chatter and viewing of
the Hyman Ltd inventory. We may even be able to use
one of Hyman’s cars as a judging example, which
should be fun. The start time has been set at 11:00am,
so you can still attend the April Cars & Coffee if you wish. Lunch will be served and
there is a $5.00 charge to cover expenses.

Coffee, Coffee & Cars
March 26th at
9:00am
JustJags, LLC.
7113 N. Hanley Rd.
St. Louis, MO 63042
Hosted by Bob Herold
and Gary Schlueter

… not to be confused with ...

Please RSVP so we know how many chairs to get and how many we’ll have for lunch
(email or call John: <jtestrake@aol.com> 314.600.2150).

Cars & Coffee
16 April ♦ 21 May ♦ 18 June ♦
16 July ♦ 20 August ♦
17 September ♦ 15 October

8:00a-10:00a at Westport Plaza (I-270 & Page)
Bring any marque, any era. Not a show.
Just a gathering. Home before lunch.
The Jaguar’s Growl March 2016
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▲ Here ‘tis: Gary Sudin’s E-type (Miss June) in the 2016 Welsh Enterprises calendar!
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Just as we go to print, Jaguar should be
revealing the new F-type SVR at the Geneva Motor Show. As Sam Naylor for Auto

Express writes, due to its 567
bhp, 5-litre V-8, “the F-Type SVR will go from 062 mph in 3.7 seconds and on to an incredible
200 mph top speed … [which] means it will
have 25 bhp more than the F-Type R.” I’ll be
all-wheel drive and sport an 8-speed automatic
gearbox.
<http://www.autoexpress.co.uk/jaguar/ftype/94155/new-jaguar-f-type-svr-official-picsand-video-of-the-200mph-jag>

See last month’s Growl. Here’s what
Chris Knapman from The Telegraph says
about the 2016 XF: Apparently, it has a
big boot (9/10), “supple suspension” and
“supportive seats” (9/10), a decent dash
layout (um, “the heater controls are difficult to use?”) and an infotainment system
with “a fraction too much lag” [I’d rather
it not function at all -- Ed. M.] (8/10), is
tolerably easy to drive -- “Rear visibility
isn’t great” (7/10), exceedingly fun to drive
(10/10), barely
tolerable reliability
(6/10) [Knapman
admits basing the
reliability on the
2015 XF, note;
but I don’t trust
these “reliability” scores anyway. First, the
more features, the more can go wrong – you
know, the steering wheel heater can’t break if
it’s not there in the first place! Second, as far
as I’m concerned, “reliable” means “Starts
when I want it to. Goes. Stops. Steers.” and
beyond that, I care not a whit about some USB
port malfunction -- Ed. M.], and excellent fuel
economy and affordability and safety and
standard specifications (all 9/10). Anyway,
Knapman’s advice seems to be to rethink that
Audi A6, BMW 5-series, or Mercedes E-class
purchase.
Suggested by Mark Morgan

<http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article3439951/Rusting-old-Jaguar-E-Type-restoredformer-glory-3-000-hours.html>

Suggested by Ray Unger

Suggested by Sharon Guenther

Suggested by Ray Unger

Writing for Auto Express, John McIlroy
reports that Jaguar has postponed the
debut of the “all-electric SUV” which is
now “due in 2018,” but that “decision
does not automatically mean that the
Jaguar won't make production in 2017 —
the car could conceivably appear at this
year's Los Angeles Motor Show in late
autumn.” Jag “recently registered the IPace and I-Type names,” which may or may not
mean that the
electric SUV will be
one of those, but
still. [We already
reported in the
Nov/Dec Growl
rumors of an eSUV, which Plaza
claimed they knew
nothing of; WAY more interesting is that they
also denied and we also reported rumors of
the return of a Jaguar inline-six. Let’s hope
Having been on display at the 1961 Scottish
this is a pattern! — Ed. M.]
Motor Show, Chassis No. 15 exchanged hands
a couple o’ times and settled — for twenty
<http://www.autoexpress.co.uk/jaguar/ipace/94356/jaguar-s-all-electric-suv-due-in- years — decaying in a garden. Keiligh Baker for
MailOnline reports that the car has undergone
2018>
a 2,956-hour restoration by Classic Motor Cars
of Bridgnorth, UK. Now, a project well-worth
doing, to be certain; still, by my math, 2,956
hours times, say, $75-$125 per hour equals
quite a bit. I note that no reporter writing about
this restoration indicates what happened to the
nested birds who have lost their home as a
result. Shameful reporting. Just shameful.

<http://www.telegraph.co.uk/cars/jaguar/
jaguar-xf-review/>

RM Sotheby's, Arizona 28-29 January 2016:
Carrosserie
Van den Plas of
Antwerp-bodied
1939 SS 100
Jaguar 2½-Litre
Roadster
$1,402,500;
1949 Jaguar XK 120 Alloy Roadster ...
… $407,000;
1952 Jaguar XK 120 FHC …
… $71,500;
1960 Jaguar XK 150 3.8 DHC ...
… $154,000;
1962 Jaguar E-Type Series 1 3.8L OTS …
… $297,000;
1962 Jaguar E-Type Series 1 3.8L OTS …
… $159,500;
1963 Jaguar E-Type Series 1 3.8L OTS …
… $137,500;
1969 Jaguar E-Type Series 2 4.2L OTS …
… $77,000;
1974 Jaguar E-Type Series 3 V-12 OTS …
… $93,500;

1994 Jaguar
XJ220
$385,000;

RM Sotheby's, Paris 3 February 2016:
1954 Jaguar XK 120 Roadster ...
… $106,000;
1955 Jaguar XK 140 SE FHC …
… $62,400
<http://www.rmsothebys.com/results/>
Gooding & Co., Arizona, 29-30 January 2016:
1955 Jaguar XK140 MC Roadster …
… $137,500;
1961 Jaguar E-Type Series 1 3.8L OTS …
… $260,000;
1965 Jaguar EType Series 1
4.2L OTS
$192,500;

1966 Jaguar E-Type Series 1 4.2L OTS …
… $385,000;
1966 Jaguar E-Type Series 1 4.2L OTS …
… $220,000;
1967 Jaguar E-Type Series 1 4.2L FHC …
… $107,250
<http://www.goodingco.com/results/>

On Saturday 6 February, Mark Morgan
(Triumph-owner extraordinaire), Brian Henderson (Porsche-owner archon), Brian Schoeneck
(Something-owner wannabe … well, he’s in the
classic car market now), and I had the opportunity to visit Gateway Classic Cars in O'Fallon,
IL and encountered a ‘66 Series 1 E-type OTS,
available now — asking $120,000 (this is before necessary paint and other bodywork,
note). While there, I texted this photo of the

Winter reports of classic JAGSL Jaguars:
Photo: T. Dillon

The Dillon V12 appears snug and comfy in a
California Car Cover. All warm and tucked in,
enjoying the coziness that winter brings … but
with anticipation of raring down spring roads.
Photo: M. Johnson

good Dr. Henderson to his wife, Jaime, with
the caption, “Uh oh, got into trouble.” Without
skipping a beat, and literally within a halfminute of sending, she had already responded: “Here we go.” There it is, dear readers!
You saw it, right? There we see wisdom.

We are unimpressed. By the accomplishment,
anyway, as E-type Jags are reasonably reliable
cars, all things considered, but kudos to you
for the attention-getting title, and we loved the
vicarious trip. My dear Co-Editor brought this
one to my attention. It’s an
amusing and entertaining if
somewhat overstated (who
am I to criticize?!) story by
Ted Gushue that comes to us by way of Petrolicious, a car-related, film-producing, articlepublishing, filmmaker-turned-boutique-esque
Internet shop that may appeal to petrolheads.
Gushue writes, “The early E-Types, are, without question, some of the purest driving machines ever produced. They don’t forgive, they
certainly don’t forget, but when you buy them
unseasonably bright flowers … my god, do they
deliver.” If you like that, you’ll like Gushue’s
article, which is accompanied by superb photographs of his UK excursion. Very fun. 400
miles, though and a little English frost? Come
now. Tom Hishon did 8,000 in his E, coming
from Alaska! (See the Sept/Oct 2015 Jaguar
Journal — good story, that.) Heck, I did 560
miles in mine in the heat of July, up the middle
of Illinois. (Hmmm … Hishon and I were driving Series 2s — maybe that has something to
do with it.) Anyway, do have a look at
Gushue’s anecdote — quite diverting.
<http://petrolicious.com/i-drove-400-miles-ina-jaguar-e-type-and-lived-to-tell-the-tale>

Unable to sit still, the Johnson Coupe, with
engine revving, made it this far into the driveway before her sadly sensible caretakers
thwarted her. (Note to self: Jags make good
heaters for winter garage work.)

Photo: J. Atkinson

The Atkinson Roadster roars around the neighborhood, albeit with hood up. The driver assures The Growl editors that he drove strategically around salt piles and brine lines.
And the Ellis
Sports Sedan
looks rather
sporting in front
of Jesuit Hall …
just prior to
being involved
in a high-speed
police chase!
Like in Bullitt!

Photo: A. Ellis

(That’s how I
choose to remember the
story. You will,
though, have to ask Allan for any details.)
The Jaguar’s Growl March 2016
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By Gary Sudin
one in my
high school class, so I was
the last to drive. Some of my classmates
As an at Ladue high school had 1965 Mustangs,
inquisitive child, I had a fasci- Camaros, and other, “real” sports cars.
nation with automobiles. Of course, I also How amazing that would have been, to
have and drive a real sports car like one of
had a fascination with engineering, scithose! An older, very wealthy friend of my
ence, literature, art, photography, electronics, music, acoustics, chemistry, creativity, and education in general. Some of
those themes are potential stories for the
future.
At age fifteen, automobiles represented
the gateway to freedom. The year was
1966, perhaps the pinnacle of Detroit’s
renaissance after World War II. I had my
“cheater’s permit” to drive, enabling my
older brother to be in front seat in the car
with me as I learned how to properly pilot
my mother’s 1966 Pontiac Catalina Station Wagon. Yes, it was the size of a large
aircraft carrier with the handling and turning radius of a cow. My first car with bias
ply tires and power door locks. Drum
brakes all around for safety. Power steering. Our first car with seat belts.
My fantasy was for a 1966 Camaro Rally
Sport. Certainly, this was not a possibility
of any kind and was merely a dream that
many a teenager growing up in the 1960s
shared. I was a year younger than any-
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getting an explanation from my grandfather. I had now driven a real sports car, a
real right of passage in my world!
At that point, I didn’t know much about car
mechanics. Knowing that it was important
to know how to change a tire, I accomplished that one afternoon in our driveway, much to my mother’s chagrin. Luckily, the wheel stayed on the car.
The first real car of my own was a 1963
Dodge 330, a nice four door sedan with
many miles, and “three on the tree.” With
that car I learned how to replace a clutch;
rebuild an engine; fix the brakes, and
steering, and suspension parts, etc. etc. It
was a slant six engine with a single Carter
carburetor. Pretty efficient by today’s
standards.
While at University I went through a string
of motorcycles. I became very good at
diagnosing and repairing those small engines as they were not that much different
than the lawn mowers I had fixed as a kid.
Between the time I was nineteen and
twenty-one, I built a car from scratch, just
for the experience. I later sold it to fund
the car of my dreams, the Jaguar XKE.

brothers bought a new MGB, having no
idea how to drive a manual transmission.
Although I did not know how to drive one
myself, I was able to teach him, after

The point of this anecdote is simply that
I’ve always had an affection for vehicles of
transportation and that my speculation is
that younger folks of today do not have

this affinity. Look around at a
car club meeting – is anyone
younger than fifty years of age?
My reasons are as follows:
1). Lack of vehicles of interest.
Name for me one vehicle of today that will be a collectible car
twenty-five years from now. Ok,
maybe a Tesla. From my observation, all four door sedans look
the same, from every manufacturer, all made from the same
cookie cutter. The same with
every Sub Urban Vehicle, or even
many sports cars. Now perhaps
this comes from federally mandated safety requirements, or
design innovations derived from
crash tests or aerodynamics.
Most everything looks the same
to me. This also translates to
“lack of interest.” Many young
people of driving age are now
waiting until their twenties to
become licensed drivers, as they
have no reason to learn to drive.

time, NO ONE wanted a “foreign”
car. Who would/could work on
it? Didn’t it require differently
sized sockets? Therefore, a
1966 Jaguar XKE convertible,
with dramatic rust, not running,
was only worth $1000 in 1973.
I, just like Enzo Ferrari before
me, thought it was the most
beautiful car in the world. It was,
truly, the car of my dreams. Stor2). High entry fee into the hobby. age, maintenance, and insurWhen you are just trying to make ance all belong in this category
a budget work, there probably is as well. Do you have an extra
bay in your garage? Do you have
no room for a collector car. I
certainly remember when these enough funds for a car that you
really only drive in the summer
were known as “old” cars, and
time?
then suddenly the descriptive
word became “vintage.” Vintage
collectible cars, and vintage car 3). Lack of time. With children,
races. So the price of these vehi- a full time job, and a home and a
cles escalates dramatically, and spouse to support, there is hardly time for any hobbies, much
anyone without means cannot
less a collector car. I spent twenafford them. I bought my “old”
car in 1973, cheap, because NO ty years rebuilding my car, to the
tune of my own guilt when I knew
ONE wanted to have a car that
required constant maintenance I should have been helping the
family in other ways. That’s one
just to keep running. At that
of the reasons why it
took twenty years to rebuild the car.
4). Lack of safety features and performance
driving skill required. It
is very difficult to drive
my car. It is very difficult
to buy a car today without an automatic transmission, power steering,
and power brakes. All of
these features make
driving a modern vehicle
much easier. To drive a

car without power brakes, power
steering, or an automatic transmission, coupled with no safety
features of any kind makes for a
dangerous combination without
the driving skillset to match. My
vehicle has no anti-lock brakes,
no roll bar, retrofitted seat belts
(none when I purchased it), no
air bags, and no crumple zones.
There is a reason the song “dead
man’s curve” was written back in
the 1960s, when there were no
real safety features in any vehicle.
5). Lack of parts. Will parts still
be available for repair or replacement of your vehicle in ten or
twenty years? Even vintage
parts cars in junk yards might
have rusted away by then. With
lack of interest, re-manufacturing
of these parts becomes less affordable for vendors, and parts
will become rare, and very expensive.
6). Concern for the future. Will
we even be able to get appropriate gasolines for our vehicles in
the future? 15% ethanol will
literally destroy these old engines. 10% is bad enough. My
engine was built for leaded gasoline, and some very smart people
figured out how to make it run
well on premium unleaded gasoline. I’m thinking there will be a
time without car shows, just visits to museums to see the nonrunning transportation of the
past.
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U

nlike some birds, flowers, and
other natural beings fooled by a
false start to spring, hibernating
Jaguars were apparently not fazed
by this unseasonably warm weather
(78 degrees in mid-February?), as
evidenced by only two Jags making
an outside appearance (the
Testrake XJ12 and the Ellis 420),
albeit a most welcomed appearance, at Just Jags for the latest Cars,
Cars & Coffee on February 20th.
(The rest of the superb Jags there
were already indoors, resting quietly.) However, attendees who wished
for a close encounter with a Buick,
and efforts, is now an extraordinary
Corvette, Dodge, Honda, or MerXJ12. The circle of revelers asking
cedes (for instance) were in luck.
questions about the transformation
Out to foster and enjoy Jaguar cama- went quiet when John accommodatraderie: Jim Atkinson; Terry Cared us by turning over the engine. I’d
mack; Todd Dillon, with guests Larry say we were drowned out by the
Reimelt and Paul Francis; Allan Ellis; roar, which might make for more
Bob Herold and Brandon Hibbs,
exciting prose, but the engine idled
joined by Steve Herold and Burke
so beautifully and smoothly, that a
Herold; John Horen; Matthew John- mere conversational tone would
son; Marsh Riegert; Gary Sudin;
have sufficed. A little throttle by
John Testrake; and Ray Unger.
John showed us that the V12, filling
Highlights of the event — aside from the engine bay in a cozy-notthe donuts and pleasurable compa- crammed way, didn’t have to stay
quiet, though … and likely had no
ny — included an intimate tour, led
by John Testrake, of his remarkable interest in doing so. That was the
impression.
work under the bonnet of his ’87
—MATTHEW JOHNSON
XJ6 which because of his talents

12
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t happened again. At CC&C,
someone observed that we
are all “mature,” as my dermatologist
likes to say.
Where are
the young
people?
Why don’t
they like
cars?
Maybe it is
a case of
exposure.
When
those of us who are mature
were coming of age, cars were
an entrance to adulthood and
freedom, and maybe were status symbols. Many of us have
fond memories of working on
the family car with our Dads,
changing plugs, setting timing,
filing points, and adjusting
valves for that spring tune-up.
My kids didn’t do much of that.
Modern cars need little attention. Maybe they haven’t been
exposed to the side of cars that
we know, the side that says they
are art; they are interesting mechanically; they are fun.
Perhaps JAGSL can change that.

Let’s look for opportunities to
allow young people to touch
(yes, touch!) our cars. Ride in

them. Sit in them. Maybe drive
them. Let’s let them see what
we see. Art. Experience. Fun.
Let’s contact schools to see if
their art departments would like
to see a bunch of Jags – to allow
the students to focus on cars as
art. Let’s contact a shop or auto
mechanics class (if there is such
a thing), to show students what
it is was like “back in the day.”
There must be opportunities … if
we look around.
What if just a few of those young
folks caught the bug?
—JIM ATKINSON

Photos: Matthew Johnson & Allan Ellis

EDITOR’S IDLES: Matthew Johnson
Sure, I’ve had my E-type at the St. Louis Cars & Coffee. It is a
gathering of any era, any marque, but is supposed to be, as I understand it, for “sporting” examples. The Jag makes sense. Last year,
though, faced with three passengers … well, the little two-seater just
wasn’t going to cut it. So I risked taking the Bus. No, no, no – I don’t
have anything against public transportation. Let me clarify: I mean my ‘78
Volkswagen Bus, a fuel-injected, 2.0L
Champagne Edition II. Of all stock VW
Buses, this is the one (under its own
power) that has the greatest potential to
throw your head back (you know,
“sporty,” if you stretch the term … plus,
mine has “racing” stripes). So I figured
it would be okay. (Later, much to my
relief, ML Hillard himself gave his enthusiastic blessing.) It was a different experience with the Bus than with the E-type.
At Cars & Coffee, when folks
pass by the Jag, they take photos of it.
No surprise there. That’s what I do with
the cars at Westport. Makes sense. People photograph art. What I
noticed, though, is that when folks stop at the Bus, they have photos of
themselves taken with it. They treat the Bus as if it were a friend, or a
well-known landmark; they’re capturing a memory, rather than an image. It is a distinct pattern. On the road, the Jag gets approving
thumbs-up, while the Bus receives merry waves. At stops, people will
ask questions about the Jag, but those who want to chat about the Bus
(after asking the requisite “what year is it?”) will tell their air-cooled VW
stories. Young children express awe at the Jag – “cooooool” and
“sweet!!” (Come to think on it, that’s what I still do.) With the Bus,

(Watching People Watching Cars)
youngsters veritably cheer, with arms up and smiles stretching to the
tune of “Yay!!!” (Yeah, I do that, too.) I find that the E-type is the headturner while the Bus is the crowd-pleaser. Both vehicles get noticed,
and it’s a pleasure to share them with others.
The notice is not always so desirable, I’ll admit. For instance,
it’s apparently okay to honk at the Bus to
get my attention. And I’m not talking a
friendly little tap of the horn here, so it’s
as likely to make me think that my engine is on fire or I’ve dropped a drive axle
than it is I’m going to get flashed a
peace sign. Other drivers like seeing the
Jag – I get that. Sometimes they stare. I
get that, too. But since people have the
tendency to move in the direction they’re
looking, it can get uncomfortable in the
case of oncoming traffic. I tend to favor
the right portion of the lane as a result. I
wish I could communicate to everyone: if
a driver of a classic car you’d like to
acknowledge happens to make eye contact, then sure, wave, offer thumbs-up, yell approval – fine. But if you
have to lean on the horn to get that driver’s attention, for the love of all
that is holy, just let it go.
I’ve always marveled at the connections and experiences a
classic car of any kind can elicit. And in having the splendid privilege of
owning two so dissimilar classic automobiles, I’m equally impressed by
the subtle – and occasionally not that subtle – differences in attitudes
toward specific makes and models. If the Jag is a Shakespearean sonnet, the Bus is a limerick by Ogden Nash. The character of attention is
different; but either way, the pleasure is real.
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Receive Your Growl Online
Sharper Pictures and Full Color
Navigating to the online version of The Growl is simple. Just go to
<www.jagstl.com>. You’ll find this Growl and the Growl archives under the
menu “The Club” and then (appropriately), “The Growl.” You will need Adobe Acrobat Reader or a browser plugin (free). For a color hardcopy, just
print it out.
Why not go completely digital?
You can “opt out” of the mailed copy of The Growl.
Just email Allan at allanthegrowl@gmail.com
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APPLICATION FOR JAGSL/JCNA MEMBERSHIP
Membership fees:
$63 per year for an individual membership
$68 per year for a membership including partner (carries an additional vote)
$32 for partial membership when applying after June 1st
$23 for young enthusiast membership, up to age 25 ($11 after June 1st)

We look forward to your support and participation.

Member benefits:
















Attend social events
Attend the annual "dinner gala"
Celebrate JAGSL at its birthday party
Join us for monthly events (shows, drives, meals, other gettogethers)
Enter your Jaguar in local, regional and national Concours
d’Elegance competitions (or don't enter a car ... just attend
the shows!)
Attend other local car shows and automotive events
Embark on road rallies
Learn from experts in tech sessions
Earn points by attending activities and hosting events -- good
for prizes each year
Receive the monthly club newsletter, The Jaguar's Growl
(print & digital)
Become a member of the Jaguar Clubs of North America
(JCNA)
Receive a subscription to JCNA's bi-monthly magazine, Jaguar
Journal
Receive significant discounts on new Jaguars (no kidding!)
And, best of all, experience camaraderie with great, funloving, automotive enthusiasts!

Consider ... you do not need to own a Jaguar to join JAGSL: the
club welcomes all Jaguar enthusiasts!

Name:

__________________________________________________

Spouse:

__________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________
City:

________________ State: ____________ Zip: ____________

Phone #s Home: __________________ Mobile: ___________________
Email:

__________________________________________________

Jaguars owned (optional): _____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________
Referred by (optional):

_____________________________________

Note: Single membership carries 1 vote (add $5 for additional vote).
Make checks payable to JAGSL and send to:
Diana Schlueter
JAGSL Membership Chair
840 Rambling Pine Drive, St. Charles, MO 63303
636.477.1763

JAGSL NAME TAG ORDER FORM
If you would like to purchase a JAGSL name tag, please complete this order form and mail it with a check, made payable to Gary Schlueter,
for $10.00 for each tag, to the same address as the membership application:
Gary Schlueter, 840 Rambling Pine Drive, St. Charles, MO 63303
(You can contact Gary at 314.606.0025)
First tag. (Please print your name clearly, as this is what will
appear on your name tag).

First tag clasp:
Pin:
Magnet:

Second tag. (Please print your name clearly, as this is what will
appear on your name tag).

Second tag clasp:
Pin:

Total enclosed ($10 x # of tags = $)

Magnet:
Third tag. (Please print your name clearly, as this is what will
appear on your name tag).

Third tag clasp:
Pin:
Magnet:

$ ____________________________

THE JAGUAR’S
GROWL
Allan M. Ellis
1363 Shepley Drive

